


FORMAT
The 1990 cover format was pretty much identical to that of 1989. A price of $4 ap-
peared on the Autumn cover while the Winter issue was designated as “Winter, 1990” 
on the cover instead of “Winter, 1990-91” which had been the format followed in pre-
vious years (and which was followed in the page footers of this issue).

The page length remained at 48 pages and followed the same page numbering scheme 
as in 1989 with covers and inside covers not labeled with page numbers. Color ap-
peared on the front and back covers but not on the insides. The table of contents con-
tinued to appear on the back cover, continuing the tradition of a unique title for each 
issue - Spring: “take a look”; Summer: “ingredients”; Autumn: “within...”; and Winter: 
“internal organs”. A dashed line continued to surround article titles in the contents. Sec-
ond class postage permit info was printed on the back covers of the Spring and Autumn 
issues only.

Messages continued to be hidden in tiny print in the space on the back cover where 
a mailing label would go, continuing another tradition - Spring: “LOD2 < 1300” (a 
good-natured ribbing of the hacker group Legion of Doom, basically saying that LOD 
squared was less than 2600 divided in half); Summer: “do it” (a call for action of some 
sort - in print that was almost impossible to see); Autumn: “the threat is real” (a not-
so-coded warning to the hacker community, as if the events of the year so far weren’t 
enough warning); and Winter: “u.s. vs. us” (a lined up series of letters that spelled out 
how we felt about recent governmental actions against hackers).

COVERS
All of this year’s covers were drawn by Holly Kaufman Spruch. The mini-covers would 
again continue throughout the year. Each of this year’s covers focused on events in the 
tumultuous hacker world.

Spring 1990 focused on the aftermath of a massive series of raids that shocked and trau-
matized the entire hacker community. The hacker newsletter Phrack was shut down, 
many arrests were made, and the future looked bleak. The setting for this cover is the 
inside of a dance hall, where five guys are standing in various baseball uniforms, each 
representing one of the cities in the vicinity of the raids: New York, Chicago, Atlanta, 
St. Louis, and Houston. Surveillance cameras are everywhere, marked with the insig-
nia “For Your Protection,” which was also the title of this issue’s eight page editorial, 
which pretty much summed up the whole sordid story. A security guard aims a gun at 
our suspects, with the insignia of “F.Y.P.” on his shirt. A message scrolling on the wall 
reads: “Come In Number 2599, Your Time Is Up.....” This is a reference to a Pink Floyd 
song as well as an expression of concern, as it was widely feared that our number was 
coming up next. “Acid House” is scrawled on the wall, a reference to the genre of mu-
sic, but since there’s a camera in the way, it could also read “Acid’s House,” a reference 



to a local hacker and 2600 contributor named Acid Phreak, whose home had also been 
raided. There is a door labeled “Exit or Entrance” with a foot in it. Someone is either 
about to enter or leave. The future was uncertain. The mini-cover has the phrase “The 
Whole World’s Watching,” an iconic chant from antiwar protesters in Chicago back in 
1968, but also a message to current-day authorities that their actions were being scru-
tinized.

The Summer 1990 cover shows a busy street scene, where protesters are confronting a 
tank, very much in the style of the Tiananmen Square scene one year earlier. Driving 
the tank is a man with a chef’s hat, a clear reference to Assistant United States Attor-
ney William Cook, who led the prosecution against Phrack publisher Craig Neidorf. 
The tank has the words “Born Criminals” written on it. Whether that’s referring to the 
people who drive this tank or the people the tank is targeting remains unclear. The tank 
seems to be guarding a locked door marked with the letters “INT.” The first few letters 
are blocked, but it could easily represent a Sprint building housing various secrets of 
interest to hackers. We also see a trio of kids on skateboards, riding freely in the dis-
tance. This symbolized hope and the future, as well as paralleling the demonization 
of skateboarders in the eyes of society, who were often persecuted in similar ways as 
hackers. The bus leaving the scene symbolized the founding of the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation (established as a direct result of the raids that started the year) and their 
perceived abandoning of their hacker connections once they began operations. As one 
of the EFF founders was also a Grateful Dead lyricist, the quote on the bus reading “all 
a friend can say is ain’t it a shame” seemed appropriate. The mini-cover is a symbol that 
was known to evangelical anti-rock crusaders as a “secret Satanic symbol.” It really 
wasn’t, but we wanted to stir things up a bit.

Autumn 1990 features a television set showing a crowd of people in a theater watching 
a movie showing a guy looking at a computer screen. On the computer screen are the 
words “Never Erase The Past” written over an Iraqi flag. Military action in the Gulf was 
on the horizon and it seemed as if the world was on the verge of forgetting the mistakes 
of the past and repeating them in the near future. A gloved hand appears ready to unplug 
the entire image. In the mini-cover, a weeping Macintosh icon appears next to George 
Washington’s image from a dollar bill. This was a reference to yet another FBI action 
against computer users, this time as they were investigating a group called the Nu 
Prometheus League, which had allegedly gotten access to and distributed some of the 
highly secret Macintosh source code. More innocent people who had nothing to do with 
this, including people involved in the founding of EFF, were subjected to questioning. 
We felt that George Washington wouldn’t have been pleased.

For Winter 1990, we had another cover featuring a computer, this one room-sized with 
three people standing on the keyboard. The first character is completely unarmed, the 
second is threatening the first with a club, and the third is threatening the second with 
a gun. Meanwhile, the third character has a tank and an airplane dropping bombs in 
his immediate vicinity. This represented the growing danger within the hacker world, 
as one entity seemed to always have a bigger one behind it that was really calling the 
shots. Of course, this also paralleled with what was going on in the world with the calls 



for war in the Middle East. Interestingly, and for reasons unknown, the entire image 
appears to be taped onto a blue wall. The mini-cover is also a bit mysterious, with part 
of a map of Cuba appearing, along with Arabic writing that translated to “In the name 
of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful,” and a 43-digit long, seemingly random, 
sequence (4197169399375105820974944592307816406286208), which was actually 
43 digits of Pi (starting with the 36th, running through the 78th. To one of the many 
agencies monitoring us, it might have seemed like a code of some sort. There were no 
search engines back then to quickly look this sort of thing up, so unless they actually 
tried to calculate Pi or had a listing lying around, they most likely would have wasted a 
lot of time trying to figure this out.

INSIDE
The staff section retained credits for Editor-In-Chief, Artwork, Design, Writers, and 
Remote Observations (the latter correcting 1989’s spelling mistake). A new credit for 
Photo Salvation was added. The Writer list ended with “the faithful anonymous bunch” 
for Spring and Summer, “the unusual anonymous bunch” for Autumn, and “the anony-
mous many” for Winter. The Design and Photo Salvation credits were removed in Au-
tumn, the same issue where we launched Shout Outs. (It should be noted from the Shout 
Out section that Steve was our old printer and Franklin was our new laser printer.) The 
staff section grew bigger in Autumn and wound up bigger still and back on page 3 for 
Winter. In that issue the Editor-In-Chief credit was shared with “Alan Smithee,” which 
is the traditional name used by film directors wanting to disown a project. We can’t 
comment on what it meant in this case, especially since the name was shared with the 
actual editor.

Mailing info continued to be printed on page 3 as required by the post office. A new line 
was added in the Spring issue for “NETWORK ADDRESSES” which contained two 
methods of sending us email in the very early days of the Internet. That was reduced 
to one address in the Summer issue. The Autumn issue showed an addition of “(U.S. 
funds)” next to our prices, as we were getting all sorts of foreign checks and money 
orders our bank had no idea how to process.

Apart from our own house ads, we had stopped accepting advertising at this point out-
side of the 2600 Marketplace, which continued to appear on page 41.

The Spring issue saw the coming of our biggest story yet, a massive nationwide crack-
down on hackers which would eventually lead to the founding of the Electronic Fron-
tier Foundation. Operation Sundevil was a major part of this, but there were other raids 
going on at the same time and the sense of fear and doom in the hacker world was 
palpable. We launched the year with a massive eight page editorial that outlined every-
thing going on, how it all related, and what the threat was. It was put online and repost-
ed globally, making it one of our most read pieces ever - and gaining a ton of media and 
mainstream attention. We saw the writing on the wall: “Censorship, clampdowns, ‘vol-
untary’ urine tests, lie detectors, handwriting analysis, surveillance cameras, exaggerat-



ed crises that invariably lead to curtailed freedoms....” The hacker group known as the 
Legion of Doom was raided and effectively shut down. A popular BBS known as The 
Phoenix Project was seized, along with more than a dozen others. A completely unin-
volved company (Steve Jackson Games) was also raided and nearly put out of business 
simply because one of their employees had used that BBS. A hacker newsletter known 
as Phrack was shut down as a result of one of the raids, leading many to realize that 
electronic publishing wasn’t protected in the same way as traditional paper publishers 
such as 2600. We knew it could go one of two ways: either freedom of the press would 
be applied to all press or we could very well be next as rights became further eroded.

This wasn’t that different from what we had seen before with the persecution of hack-
ers. We were pretty used to it. “Who would you target as the biggest potential roadblock 
if not the people who understand the technology at work?” The distinction here was the 
sheer number of people now being affected. And that was what started to get attention. 
We drew parallels to other eras and places: “The words and ideas are easily translatable 
to any time and any culture.”

The words “we’ve come face to face with a very critical moment in history” were not 
an exaggeration. The school email accounts of the Phrack editors were being monitored 
by the authorities, an unprecedented move at the time. Massive amounts of private 
email stored on the seized BBSes were being read, in apparent violation of the Elec-
tronic Communications Privacy Act. But what was probably the most blatant example 
of the abuse of power being set loose here was the declaration that a leaked document 
published in Phrack was worth $79,449. (We decided to have some fun with that and 
offer copies for $20,000 less in our pages.) In addition to the dangerous precedent of 
punishing a publisher for leaked documents that came into their possession, the decla-
ration turned out to be an outright lie: the document could be obtained legally for only 
$13, a fact that came out at the trial later in the year, thanks to a whistleblower who had 
become aware of what was going on through the massive campaign we were involved 
in. One positive thing that came from all of this was that we learned the power of elec-
tronic communications in getting the word out on the Neidorf case.

The charges were dropped in the middle of the trial, leaving Phrack publisher Craig 
Neidorf vindicated but heavily in debt due to the legal expense. The impression that the 
newly formed EFF would be a hacker legal defense fund turned out not to be the case 
and there seemed to be an attempt to distance themselves from hackers in those early 
days, much to the hacker community’s consternation.

Needless to say, our perspective was not the only one on the subject and we devoted a 
bit of space to some of the criticism we were getting for taking the stand we did. We 
also got a good bit of critique from members of the hacker community who took um-
brage at our talking to the media at all, thinking no good could possibly come from it. 
Our position was that we had to get the word out somehow - and that this was worth 
taking a chance on a reporter getting the message. We had some successes and that was 
enough to want to keep going.



The 2600 meetings expanded to San Francisco in 1990. We also had a bit of fun at the 
New York meeting when we discovered we were under surveillance, a fact later admit-
ted to by the New York State Police. Needless to say, pictures were printed.

Payphone photos were now a regular feature on the inside front cover. 2600 BBSes, 
however, had become a thing of the past. We saw touch tone fees start to be eliminated 
and the term “slamming” was used for the first time. Robert Morris was sentenced to 
a fine and probation for accidentally unleashing the Internet worm back in 1988. An 
article on COCOTs (Customer Owned Coin Operated Telephones) in the Summer issue 
drew lots of attention, both positive and negative. This was also the case for an article in 
the Autumn issue that revealed a credit card algorithm. Critics who felt the only possi-
ble purpose for this was to help in credit card fraud were rebuffed by a letter expressing 
gratitude from a credit card processing office that now had a way to verify numbers 
free of charge. The Autumn issue also saw a milestone: the plans for converting a 
Radio Shack tone dialer into a red box. This would prove to be a major pain in the ass 
for phone companies for many years to come. Interestingly enough, when a reader first 
suggested the idea of converting a tone dialer into a red box, we dismissed it, saying 
“there wouldn’t be much point.” Fortunately, more enlightened heads prevailed.

As the year closed, GTE was on the verge of becoming the nation’s largest phone 
company after acquiring Contel. Caller ID was getting more prevalent, and phone com-
panies everywhere were fighting the option that allowed callers to block their numbers 
from being sent. Bulgaria had become a breeding ground for computer viruses and 
BellSouth became the first Regional Bell Operating Company to go completely elec-
tronic. There were calls for more magazines like 2600 and, in the wake of all of the 
raids, we were calling for more BBSes: “The need for public hacker boards has never 
been greater.”

Overall, it was a turbulent year, with a fair amount of leaks getting printed and lots of 
talk of privacy, wiretaps, and the like. Throughout it all, we tried to maintain a feeling 
of hope by emphasizing: “Technology in the hands of imaginative people can do won-
derful things.” We had seen quite a bit of the flipside already.


































































































































































































































































































































































































